at a minimum, the finding that individual synaptic con-1986), and the mathematical basis for learning in such tacts may on long timescales be scarcely more than systems has been clearly laid out (Bishop, 1995). Finally, binary-valued connections creates further distance bein the practical realm, neural network architectures powtween abstract synaptic weights-the memory containered by biologically inspired synaptic learning rules have ers of artificial neural learning systems-and the physibeen successfully applied to a variety of difficult learncal synapses of the brain. ing-related tasks, including problems in pattern recogniThird, it is now well established that dendrites of pyration, associative memory, clustering, and map formation midal cells contain a large number and variety of volt-(Arbib, 1995). Taken together, these physiological, theoage-dependent channels that are likely to profoundly retical, and practical considerations form a mutually reaffect their integrative behavior. These include NMDA inforcing collection of ideas, founded on the core princichannels and voltage-dependent Na ϩ and Ca 2ϩ conducple that in networks of neuron-like units, learned tances capable of amplifying synaptic inputs (Thomson information is encoded in the patterning of synaptic et al
and/or proliferation of new spinous synapses can occur tions whether the excess capacity predicted on theoretiin the adult brain within days (Greenough et al., 1985;  cal grounds is accessible to a biologically plausible Woolley et al., 1990; Darian-Smith and Gilbert, 1994). structural learning rule. We extend a previously develSuch lability of structure is consistent with the high conoped function-counting approach (Poirazi and Mel, centration of actin found in dendrites and spines (Crick, 2000) to compare the capacity of a simplified neuron 1982; Matus, 1999).
with m branches (subunits) and k synapses per branch One conception regarding the role of structural plasunder two different assumptions regarding dendritic inticity involves correlation-based sorting of synaptic contegration ( Figure 1) . Letting x represent the collection tacts on their postsynaptic targets (Shatz, 1990; Cline, of activity levels x ij arriving at the i th synapse on the j th 1999). According to this idea, (1) synapses are initially branch, we contrast formed between axons and dendrites in a random activ-
• linear integration (Equation 1), where the cell's activaity-independent fashion, (2) newly formed synapses betion level a L (x) prior to output thresholding is given by gin their life cycle in a probationary, or "silent," phase a weighted sum of inputs from across the entire cell, (i.e., containing only NMDA channels) that leaves them and unable to unilaterally activate their postsynaptic targets 
where the sgn operator maps the combined activity of The use of Equation 2 to represent active dendritic the opponent pair into one of two response categories integration is supported by two recent compartmental (ϩ, Ϫ). y(x) is thus a binary-valued "discriminant funcmodeling studies that found that, under certain condition," which by firing (positively), indicates the input x tions, the time-averaged firing rate of a model pyramidal is a preferred pattern. Similarly, a lack of firing indicates cell driven by high-frequency synaptic stimulation could that x is a nonpreferred pattern. be closely approximated by a sum of independent nonlinear branch responses (T. M. Brannon and B. W. Mel, 1999, Soc. Neurosci., abstract; Archie and Mel, 2000) .
Measuring the Capacity to Learn and Remember
In the following, learning denotes the process by which These biophysically detailed models contained both AMPA and NMDA-type synaptic conductances and asthe neuron comes to recognize and respond correctly to the patterns in a given "training set" containing both sumed uniform low concentrations of voltage-dependent Na ϩ and K ϩ channels across the soma dendritic positive and negative exemplars. To accomplish this, the learning rule can modify the response preferences membrane; earlier studies in a related vein showed that a similar form of dendritic integration holds under wide of a neuron in two ways. First, the weight of an existing synaptic contact can be increased or decreased (weight ranging assumptions regarding channel properties and distributions (Mel, 1992b (Mel, , 1992a (Mel, , 1993 Mel et al., 1998) . change). Second, an existing contact can be eliminated and replaced with a new contact from a different afferent The expressions for a L and a N were written in similar form to emphasize that the models have an identical input (structural change). In either case, the objective is to tailor the cell's "memory field" (by analogy with the number of synaptic weights, differing only in the presence or absence of a fixed nonlinear function b applied term "receptive field") so that it responds selectively and uniformly to the positive training exemplars, with a to the branch subtotals. Individual synaptic weights in both models are constrained to have a small positive uniform lack of response to the negative exemplars. In the following, memory capacity is assessed in two integer value 0 Ͻ w Ͻ l. However, any of the d input lines may form multiple synaptic connections on the ways. First, we derive combinatorial expressions that count the number of different input-output functions a same or different branches as a means of representing more finely graded synaptic strengths. Similarly, an incell could produce by exercising all possible settings of its modifiable parameters, i.e., all possible ways of put line that forms no connection has an implicit weight of 0. In light of this restriction to positive synaptic weight connecting synapses to dendritic sites that result in distinguishable memory fields. This analytical capacity values, both the linear and nonlinear models were split measure is then compared to an empirical measure of afferents onto synaptic sites leads to a massive representational redundancy, where physically distinct states memory capacity. To do this, we trained both linear and nonlinear cells of different shapes and sizes on yes/no of the cell produce no change in the cell's memory field (see Figure 2 ). memory tasks, and assessed each cell's capacity by determining how large the training set could become In the nonlinear model, similar redundancies, but of much lesser magnitude, arise from rearrangements for which recognition error rates just reached some fixed criterion (e.g., 2%).
of synapses within any given branch, or from rearrangements of branches at the cell level-such as the swapping of the entire synaptic contents of two sites. Over this range, the capacity of the linear model 10,000 synaptic sites but with different branch geometries. The three curves shown correspond to different is nearly flat, consistent with an asymptotic analysis of B L indicating logarithmic growth (see Appendix 2). Each values of the input dimension d. Interestingly, the optimal cell geometry is scarcely dependent on d, and for of the upper curves represents a nonlinear cell with a fixed branch size indicated by k, where travel along the a cell with 10,000 inputs with uniform weights, the optimum occurs at 1250 branches containing eight synx axis means adding more branches while holding the branch size constant. In contrast to the very slow growth apses each. The capacity is only moderately sensitive to the cell geometry in the vicinity of the peak, and the in capacity for the linear cell over this range of cell sizes, increasing the number of nonlinear subunits available breadth of the high capacity region increases with d. For d ϭ 1,000, for example, the capacity of a cell with to the cell leads to a nearly linear growth in capacity. As such, the boost in capacity provided by the dendritic only 80 branches (containing 125 synapses each) lies within a factor of two of the optimal configuration with branch nonlinearity is substantial and increases steadily as cells grow larger. For a nonlinear cell with 10,000 1250 branches (indicated by asterisk). The linear cell capacities can be found both at the far left and far right sites composed of 100 branches of 100 sites each, the predicted capacity boost relative to the linear model of the plot (m ϭ 1 or m ϭ 10,000), since nonlinear models with only one synapse per branch, or with only one exceeds a factor of 10 (indicated by arrowheads).
Looking at the capacity from a different viewpoint branch, have a number of trainable states identical to that of a linear model. in Figure 3B, Figures 3A and 3B , we infer that the capacity boost for errors as possible. Target and distractor patterns were similar in the sense that all patterns were drawn from a nonlinear cell relative to a size-matched linear counterpart is maximized for cells with a relatively large number the same 40-dimensional spherical Gaussian distribution and then randomly assigned to target or distractor of relatively small subunits.
The optimal choice of m and k is shown explicitly in categories. To achieve a more sparse, neurally plausible code, the 40-component training patterns were mapped Figure 3C , where all curves correspond to cells with into a high-dimensional space using a set of 400 re-(i.e., network-derived) supervisory signal instructing the neuron whether or not to respond to a given input patceptive fields (RFs), where ten RFs coded the range of tern. For the linear model, the value of b j Ј(y) was replaced nonoverlapping successive values along each of the 40 by 1, so that Equation 6 reverts to the standard singleinput dimensions (see Appendix 3). As a result, every layer delta rule. Rules of this form are sometimes called input pattern presented to the cell activated 40 of the "Hebbian" because the change in a weight depends on d ϭ 400 afferent axons to which the cell had access. a product of the presynaptic activity with some measure Based on this sparsely active 400-element input pattern, of the postsynaptic activity. According to Equation 6, the cell had to decide whether or not to "fire." the synapse that most merits stabilization is one that After learning, recognition error rates on the training fires strongly whenever (1) its branch is also strongly set were assessed, and by trial and error, the size of activated by other synapses, (2) the cell-wide supervithe training set was adjusted until the recognition error sory signal is strongly activated, and (3) the cell as a rate equaled 2%. The number of patterns in the training whole is firing somewhere in the middle of its dynamic set at this performance level was used as the measure range. of empirical capacity. Though the absolute storage caThe poorest-performing (minimum φ) synapse in ᑮ pacity clearly depended on the arbitrary choice of the was tagged for replacement with the best-performing performance criterion (i.e., 2% versus 1%, etc.), for dif-(maximum φ) synapse in a randomly chosen replaceferent small fixed error rates, the relative capacities of ment set ᑬ containing n ᑬ of the d input lines. The revarious cells tended to scale together. placement set was analogous to a set of silent synapses The Learning Rule that resided on the branch in an immature state, unable A stochastic gradient descent learning rule involving to contribute to the branch activity in the absence of activity-dependent structural plasticity was used to train other synaptic input. In the event that a silent synapse both linear and nonlinear cells. A variant of the "clusproved itself to be strongly correlated with other synteron" learning rule described in the article by Mel apses on the branch, however, it was eligible to be (1992a), the present rule was based on two mechanisms "upgraded" to mature status with an increased measure known to contribute to neural development: (1) random of structural stability. activity-independent synapse formation, and (2) activityWe found that memory performance varied signifidependent synapse stabilization (or elimination). Essencantly for different choices of n ᑮ and n ᑬ , which controlled tially, a synapse was stabilized on a particular branch the degree of randomness in the gradient descent pro-(cell) when it was found to be consistently active with cess. In all experiments shown here, n ᑮ ϭ n ᑬ ϭ 25. An other inputs to that branch (cell) and when the likeannealing step was also used to inject randomness into activated cohort of synapses on the branch was consisthe learning process, reducing the probability that the tently active with a global training signal provided to the learning algorithm would become trapped in a local minicell. mum. A "temperature" variable that controlled the deConceptually, the clusteron learning rule is similar to gree of randomness during learning was gradually lowlearning rules used in models of neural development ered as error rates fell. Learning was terminated when and map formation (Miller, 1996) , except that clusteron no further improvement in error rates was seen (see learning leads to correlation-based sorting of connecAppendix 4). tions onto the many separate dendrites of a single neuComparison of Analytical versus ron, rather onto the many separate neurons of a develEmpirical Capacities oping neural map. Thus, unlike the "point" neurons of A comparison of analytical versus empirical capacities most developmental models, the clusteron framework for both linear and nonlinear cells is shown in Figure 4A . includes consideration of the cable properties of spaThe analytical and empirical capacity curves are similar tially extended dendrites. However the underlying bioin shape. Both assign peak capacity to a nonlinear cell physical mechanisms that drive synaptic plasticity in having 1250 branches containing eight synapses per the two cases are very similar. branch, with similar costs for deviations from this optiThe mechanics of the learning process were as folmal. The optimal nonlinear cell with 10,000 synapses lows. Training patterns were presented to the neuron, outperformed its size-matched linear counterpart by a along with a global supervisory signal indicating whether factor of 46, learning 27,400 versus 600 patterns at the or not the cell should fire. After each pass through the 2% error criterion. In contrast, the boost factor predicted training set, a random set ᑮ of n ᑮ synapses was targeted by Equation 5 was only 23; this, and the slight difference for possible replacement. For each synapse in ᑮ, a fitin form of the analytical and empirical capacity curves ness score was computed using a standard delta rule are discussed in Appendix 7. (see Bishop, 1995) , which measured the degree to which Figure 4B shows the effect of representational bias the synapse contributed to the overall performance of on the empirical learning capacity of the two cell models. the postsynaptic cell. The fitness φ ij for the i th synapse The nonlinear model shows a preference for nonoveron the j th branch was given by a product of four terms: lapping binary RFs, while the linear model performs at 87% of its maximum capacity for this representation. φ ij ϭ Ͻx ij bЈ j (x) gЈ(y) (t Ϫ g(y))Ͼ (6) Linear models perform slightly better with overlapping where the brackets indicate the average value over the Gaussian RFs, for which the capacity of the nonlinear training set, x ij is the presynaptic activity, b j Ј is the derivacell drops to 73% of its maximum value. The binary RF tive of the postsynaptic branch response, the sigmoid representation was used in Figure 4A as it resulted in g(y) ϭ 1/[1 ϩ exp (Ϫy/0.05)] is a global output nonlinearthe largest peak capacity found for either model for any representation tried (including several not shown). ity with gЈ(y) its derivative, and t ϭ {0, 1} is an external Figure 3C . Solid curves show capacity measured empirically at 2% error criterion, using a subunit nonlinearity g(x) ϭ x 10 (similar results were obtained using a sigmoidal nonlinearity, though the parameters of the optimal sigmoid depended on cell geometry). Analytical curves were scaled down together by a factor of 3.5, to align peak analytical and empirical capacity values for the nonlinear model. Analytical and empirical curves were similar in form. However, predicted capacity boost for optimal nonlinear cell was 23 relative to sizematched linear counterpart, whereas actual boost realized in empirical trials was nearly 46, corresponding to 27,400 versus 600 patterns learned at 2% error criterion. Using less effective variant of learning rule developed earlier, for which peak empirical capacity boost for nonlinear cell was (fortuitously) 23, empirical and analytical capacity curves were nearly superimposed (inset). (B) Comparison of empirical capacity for three different input representations (see Appendix 3), shown at same cell geometry for all three cases. Best representation for nonlinear cell consisted of ten binary nonoverlapping density-matched RFs; linear model performed at 87% of its highest observed capacity. Two alternative recodings using ten overlapping one-dimensional Gaussian RFs per input dimension were also tried: (1) variable-width Gaussian RFs, with centers lined up with density-matched binary bins, with uniform height and standard deviations set to the half width of corresponding bin, and (2) fixed-width-height Gaussian RFs with centers distributed uniformly on the interval (Ϫ1, 1) and ϭ 1.
Capacity for a Population of Cells
ceptron (MLP) architecture and trained with a more sophisticated learning scheme, we trained an MLP with d Based on the steady growth in capacity with the number of subunits ( Figure 3A) , we postulated that the capacity input units and 2z sigmoidal hidden units on the 30,000 element training set using the "back-propagation" (BP) boost available to nonlinear cells could grow extremely large in a population of neurons. To test this, with the learning rule (see Bishop, 1995) . Error rates were significantly improved relative to unstructured, independently assumption of minimal additional learning-related circuitry, a population of z cells was independently trained trained populations of linear cells, confirming the obvious: a learning rule that can assign distinct input-output on a given learning problem, each cell with a different random initial condition. The output (classification) refunctions to each hidden unit in a network and properly combine their responses can extract substantially more sponse for the population was given by a sum of the individual cell activities followed by the usual threshcapacity from a population of cells ( Figure 5 , middle trace). The cost of this more sophisticated type of learnold at 0: ing scheme lies in the complexity of the implementation: separate error signals must be managed for each cell
in the population, and synaptic weight changes depend on information that is no longer localized to individual In this case, positive and negative training patterns were pre-and postsynaptic cells. Moreover, in spite of the drawn from two different non-Gaussian distributions fact that the BP-trained MLP had unlimited weight resoto insure that the learning problems contained more lution, cell for cell it learned far less than an unstructured higher-order structure than could be learned by any population of clusterons trained with a learning rule in single cell (see Appendix 5). Figure 5 shows error rates which the fate of any given synapse was determined by produced by linear versus nonlinear populations with locally available error signals. This disparity in capacity either unitary or multivalued synaptic weights (see Apis accounted for by the m-fold larger number of nonlinear pendix 6). In all cases, error rates fall as population subunits available within the clusteron population, echosize is increased. However as predicted, populations of ing once again the message of Figure 3A : memory canonlinear cells learn far more per cell and show a steep pacity rests heavily on the number of trainable nonlinear decline in error rate as population size is increased. In basis functions available for learning. addition, nonlinear cells show a significant improvement in performance when synaptic weight resolution is increased from one level to four levels, whereas virtually Discussion no improvement is seen for populations of linear cells.
The performance of a population of linear cells was Where Is the Engram?
We have compared the memory capacity of a neuron not improved by thresholding their individual responses prior to their combination as given by Equation 7. Howunder two different modes of dendritic integration. We find that when a dendritic tree is compartmentalized and ever, since a population of linear cells might be utilized more effectively when embedded in a multilayered persupports independent thresholding of synaptic inputs to d coefficients, i.e., one weight per afferent (possibly instantiated using multiple physical connections). This reservoir is quick to train using learning rules analogous to Hebbian LTP/LTD and can therefore be used for rapid acquisition of trial-unique information. On the other hand, this conventional mode of storage is of very low capacity, such that information acquired is soon overwritten. The second reservoir lies in the capacity to learn virtual coefficients on selected groups of afferents, which when coactivated are particularly informative to the neuron. According to this view, a coefficient is assigned to a group of afferents by mapping their synaptic contacts onto the same dendritic subunit. This correlation-based sorting of afferent connections onto dendritic subunits is achieved gradually through activity-dependent structural modification, where afferent axons test many postsynaptic targets "silently" in parallel, forming mature connections only when a synapse is found to have agreeable (i.e., correlated) neighbors. Since accessing this reservoir of structural capacity involves formation of new synaptic contacts and elimination of old ones, the timescale of learning in this mode is necessarily slower than that associated with simple potentiation or depression of existing connections. Furthermore, this mode of structural learning requires repeated presenta- ones is not simply a means to increase or decrease the net connection strength between two neurons-a common interpretation of the significance of new spine different branches, its capacity to learn is substantially formation. As previously discussed, under the assumpincreased relative to a simple summing unit. For examtion of nonlinear summation within a dendritic compartple, a neuron with 10,000 synapses that sums its inputs ment, the connection between two neurons cannot be linearly learned to respond to 600 training patterns at a captured by a positive or negative coefficient denoting 2% error rate. When compartmentalized, the "same" "strength" per se, since the effectiveness of a synaptic neuron learned more than 27,000 patterns-46 times contact may be modulated by ongoing synaptic activity more information. On this basis alone, it is tempting to generated by other inputs to the compartment. Rather, conclude that the cable structure of pyramidal cells, in the present model, the connection between two cells which promotes compartmentalization, and the active is parameterized in large part by the addressing of prechannels found in these cells' dendrites, which promote synaptic contacts onto postsynaptic dendritic compartthresholding, are special design features that greatly ments. enhance the information processing and storage capacities of these cells.
What is the source of the additional memory capacity? This scenario was considered simplest since it assumes postsynaptic subunit. As such, the cell's memory field that (1) every cell in the population has access to the is generally altered when any single axon withdraws a same set of afferent axons, as would roughly apply to synaptic connection from one dendritic subunit and the cells contained within a single cortical mini-column, forms a new connection elsewhere. Thus, it is the sheer (2) a single global supervisory signal is applied uniformly existence of a dendritic subunit nonlinearity, and not its to the entire column, training every cell to respond to particular functional form, that opens the door to a large the same inputs in the same way (i.e., to have the same repository of structure-based storage capacity. In conmemory field), and (3) the synaptic learning rule is identitrast, if cells sum their inputs linearly, the remapping of cal to that used in the single-cell case, depending only an afferent connection from one dendritic subunit to on information which can be assumed to be available another has no impact on the cell's memory field. In this locally at the synapse. case, structural plasticity of the kind under considerUnder these assumptions, we found that large populaation here would not readily translate into additional tions of independently trained thresholded linear neumemory capacity.
rons performed only marginally better than a single cell, Given that storage capacity according to Equation 5 reflecting the fact that the vast bulk of the information does not depend on the form of the subunit nonlinearity, available to a linear machine can be learned by a single our analysis is to some extent shielded from uncertaincell having a sufficient number of sites (s ϾϾ d). As ties regarding the detailed biophysics of synaptic intesuch, every cell, trained independently from random inigration in actual pyramidal cell dendrites. However, the tial conditions, learns nearly the identical thing. This question remains as to whether pyramidal cells are able leads to a high correlation within the population, and to support multiple independent subunit computations hence a population vote that is scarcely more reliable within their branches, a possibility that has yet to be than an individual vote. In the case of cells containing tested in the experimental realm. In previous compartnonlinear subunits, by contrast, individual cells can tap mental modeling studies, however, we have found that only a small fraction of the higher-order correlation the responses of pyramidal cells with active dendrites structure contained in the input stream, so that independriven by high-frequency synaptic input are consistent dently and identically trained cells with random initial with the abstract sum-of-nonlinear-subunits model assumed here (Mel, 1992b, 1992a, 1993; Mel et al., 1998; conditions lock onto largely nonoverlapping sets of in-formation-bearing higher-order features in the afferent dently to each cell in an unstructured population. The stream. In this case, therefore, the population vote subcritical difference is that, by packing many nonlinear stantially outperforms an individual cell.
subunits within a single cell, the decorrelation of subunit Both the saturation in performance seen for groups responses needed to maximize capacity can be effected of linear cells and the sharp improvement in perforby an error signal confined within the cell itself. mance for groups of nonlinear cells are consistent with
In any of these scenarios, the storage capacity of the trends in the analytical capacity curves of Figure 3 . Linpopulation can be increased by simply adding more ear cells show only logarithmic growth in capacity as cells, a desirable property from a neural design perspecthe number of available sites is increased, reflecting the tive. However, increasing the size of a population of diminishing returns associated with ever finer grading compartmentalized cells leads to the fastest growth in of the d coefficients implicitly represented within their capacity, since trainable nonlinear basis functions are branches. Nonlinear cells, on the other hand, show a added to the population at the highest rate per cell. steady increase in capacity with the number of available These two design features, i.e., a synaptic learning rule subunits, as long as the input stream is of sufficient based on local signals and a far higher capacity per cell, dimension and contains a sufficient quantity of "interestwould seem to generate considerable pressure for use ing" higher-order structure to be learned. In light of these of subunit-containing cells for learning, if and wherever trends, growing an unstructured population of indepenin the brain the option exists to do so. dently trained linear cells is akin to adding more sites to a single cell and, thus, delivers strongly diminishing
Silent Synapses May Facilitate Learning returns. In contrast, growing an unstructured population
In experimenting with variants of the clusteron learning of independently trained nonlinear cells is akin to adding rule, we found that too little or too much randomness more nonlinear subunits to a single cell, which delivers in the learning procedure could hamper learning perforsteadily increasing returns. mance and reduce the apparent capacity of the cell. A well-known method for increasing the representa-
Randomness was present in three forms: (1) selection tional capacity of a population of thresholded linear units of a random subset of existing contacts onto a cell, is to construct a multilayered perceptron (MLP) that inamong which the worst performing individual was tarcludes "hidden units" (Rumelhart et al., 1986). Far more geted for replacement, (2) selection of a random subset capacity is extracted from this type of network than from of available afferents, among which the best performing an unstructured population of linear cells, since each
individual was targeted to be the replacement, and (3) hidden unit is trained by a different error signal that application of an annealing step, in which, if the cell differentiates its receptive field from those of its fellow performed worse after a replacement was effected, the hidden units. The performance of such a network is new synapse was nonetheless retained with some small shown in Figure 5 and is significantly improved relative probability. We noted that randomness of category (2), to same-sized unstructured populations since it takes whose incorporation led to a significant increase in embetter advantage of the output nonlinearity provided by pirical capacity, was potentially related to the idea that each cell. That the MLP underperforms a same-sized synapses begin their life cycle in a silent phase, population of nonlinear cells is accounted for by counti.e., involving only an NMDA-type, but not an AMPAing nonlinearities rather than neurons, which are m times type conductance (Isaac et al., 1995; Liao et al., 1995; more numerous in the population of subunit-containing Durand et al., 1996). Thus, the set of immature synapses nonlinear cells. In addition, the MLP, which was trained existing on a branch could be viewed as a subset of with the "back-propagation" learning algorithm with morandomly drawn afferents, lined up as candidates to mentum and adaptive step size, was slower to learn and replace dissident synapses that are targeted for eliminamore prone to becoming stuck in local minima than tion from the branch. Further investigation is needed, the clusteron learning rule. It is likely that with further however, to establish more rigorously the scope and optimizations, including noise to help escape from local utility of this type of synaptic prescreening operation. minima, the performance of the MLP could climb to a level commensurate with the comparable clusteron.
Optimal Morphology and Relations The principal lesson of this exercise, then, is that the to Real Neurons capacity of a population of cells is closely tied to the
One of our main findings is that for a cell of realistic size, number of nonlinear "basis functions" that can be exstorage capacity is maximized when the cell contains a tracted and represented by the population as a whole large number of small subunits. In particular, according to solve the learning problem at hand. When only a single to both analytical and empirical measures, a cell with output nonlinearity is available per neuron, such as that 10,000 synaptic contacts learns the most when it is associated with a global spike-generating mechanism, broken into roughly 1000 independent subunits conthen the storage capacity of the tissue is either (1) very taining ten synapses each. Upon cursory inspection of low, when only a local Hebb-type rule is available to published cell morphologies, however, this number of train an unstructured population of cells or, at best, subunits seems too large as an estimate of the number (2) moderately low, when a much more sophisticated of electrically independent subregions that could exist nonlocal learning rule, such as back-propagation, is within the dendritic tree of a single pyramidal neuron. rosci., abstract), could reflect design pressure to create Third, pyramidal neurons show signs of having been the largest number of quasi-independent subunits while "designed" to maximize the number of independent minimizing total branch length. dendritic subunits, subject to biophysical constraints It is also interesting to note that the basal dendritic that limit the compartmentalization of voltage that is trees of layer 3 pyramidal cells grow progressively larger, possible in a continuously connected cable structure. contain many more terminal sections, and ultimately Thus, a key design constraint entails that dendritic subaccommodate 13 times more dendritic spines over the units, if they exist, must be sufficiently independent in sequence of cortical areas in the ventral visual prothe electrical sense that they do not interfere with one cessing stream leading from primary visual cortex to another's processing. At the same time, these same area TE in the inferotemporal cortex (Elston et al., 1999). subunits must ultimately combine forces to influence One interpretation is that the presence of relatively small the final common output of the cell. pyramidal cells in V1, which is devoted to general purOne cell morphology that represents a compromise pose, nonmnemonic visual processing, reflects the relabetween the pressure to provide a large number of subtively modest need within a primary sensory processing units while maintaining strong electrical isolation bestation for high-capacity experience-dependent plastictween them is the stellate morphology that characterizes ity. In contrast, the inferotemporal cortex, a region a typical basal dendritic tree. The bulk of a pyramidal known to be involved in visual memory proper ( , 2000) . However, it is worth noting the soma (trunk) from a thin branch, particularly for fast that even in a primary sensory cortex, it is common to voltage transients produced by AMPA-type synaptic inobserve 50-100 thin branch terminal sections across puts or sodium spikes. That the cable structure of a the dendritic arbor as a whole (see layer 5 pyramidal stellate-form neuron could provide a large number of independent electrical subunits was first pointed out by cell in Figure 1) , which may provide a rough estimate of the number of independent dendritic subunits provided aptic signals (Shatz, 1990; Cline, 1999). From a developmental perspective, our proposed elaboration of this by a single neuron. principle entails simply that the relevant postsynaptic compartment is the dendritic branch or subtree rather Experimental Predictions than the cell as a whole. The two main predictions of this work are straightfor-
The following type of experiment could be used to ward. First, our conclusions regarding excess memory assess whether correlation-based sorting of synaptic capacity apply only to neurons containing multiple indeconnections onto dendritic compartments is a mechapendent nonlinear subunits. Within each subunit, potennism used by neural tissue to incorporate, and to read tially corresponding to a thin oblique branch or a termiout, learned information (Figure 6) . Ideally, the experinal branch of a basal subtree, a steady increment in mental protocol requires the ability to stimulate and rethe intensity of synaptic stimulation should produce a cord from five groups of neurons, where the axons in strongly accelerating subunit response, while summaeach of the four "surround" groups (labeled A, B, C, and tion of responses delivered to different subunits should D) have equal access to the dendrites of the "center" be roughly linear over the same range of intensities. group (labeled X). During a period in which synaptogeneFrom a more holistic perspective, the strongest cell resis is ongoing, groups A, X, D and B, X, C are stimulated sponses in vivo should occur when high-frequency synin alternating fashion, thereby establishing strong posiaptic excitation is spatially concentrated within several tive correlations between groups A and D or B and C, dendritic subunits simultaneously, leading to full activaand strong negative correlations between, e.g., groups tion of the local complement of NMDA, Na ϩ , and Ca In addition, the present proposal regarding a strucvolves activity-dependent strengthening and weakening of synaptic connections between neurons. In an extural basis for long-term memory links a diverse set of neuroanatomical and neurophysiological findings and tension of this idea, our proposal assigns two distinct roles to long-term potentiation or depression of synaptic assigns to them specific functional interpretations:
• the finding of several types of voltage-dependent curconnections: (1) to provide direct access to a fast-loading, low-capacity storage reservoir, expressed by the rent in dendrites that interact to produce regenerative physiological events-we interpret this as providing fine patterning of synaptic weight values and mediated by conventional activity-dependent changes in the the thresholding nonlinearity needed to "bind" afferents together within a dendritic subunit; strengths of synaptic connections, and (2) to provide indirect access to a slow-loading, high-capacity storage
• the finding that for the most commonly occurring dendritic morphologies, the vast bulk of the excitatory reservoir, expressed by the selective addressing of synaptic contacts onto dendritic subunits and mediated synaptic input is delivered to thin branches, which are mostly isolated from each other by main trunks by gradual activity-dependent remodeling of the axodendritic interface.
or the cell body-we interpret this as an adaptation to provide the largest possible number of quasi-indeThe main quantitative finding of this work is that, under a reasonable set of assumptions regarding the properpendent subunits within a connected dendritic tree structure; ties of individual neurons and of small populations of neurons, the capacity of the slow-loading, structure-
• the finding that random formation of synaptic contacts between axons and dendrites is a commonly based memory reservoir outstrips that contained in synaptic weight values by orders of magnitude. Put another occurring developmental process-we interpret this as the randomization engine that drives the massively way, if one considers only the strengths of connections 
1999). (3) the trainability of the cell using stochastic gradient descent, We began with temperature T ϭ 0.9, and trained for a maximum which disfavors these high-capacity cell configurations, (4) parameof 800 passes through the training set (condition a), or until the error ters of the learning rule which control the level of randomness, (5) the rate dropped 180 times to a new minimum (condition b), or until a choice of input representation, which introduces representational given minimum error rate was encountered 100 times (condition c), biases that help or hinder learning for particular training set distribuwhichever came first. In conditions a and b, the learning process tions (see Figure 4B ), and (6) the choice of branch nonlinearity b(), was assumed to be proceeding successfully; in both cases, we set which likewise introduces a (poorly understood) representational T → ␣ T T, with ␣ T ϭ 0.9, and began a new batch of 800 runs at lower bias. temperature. In condition c, or if the temperature ever fell below 0.1, In spite of the large number of factors influencing empirical learnthe learning process was assumed to be stuck in a local minimum; in ing performance, we noted that the fit between the analytical and such cases, we set T ϭ T/(␣ T ) 3 for l ϭ 1 or T ϭ T/(␣ T ) 2 for l Ͼ 1 and empirical capacity curves was nearly perfect for an earlier version of began again. Learning proceeded until the algorithm converged our learning rule (see inset in Figure 4A ), which fortuitously extracted (more frequent outcome), or up to a maximum of 120 temperature excess capacity from nonlinear subunit-containing cells in just that steps (less frequent outcome). Convergence meant no further reducproportion predicted by the analysis-i.e., a boost of 23 for the tion in error rate after 40 local minima (i.e., temperature increases) optimal cell morphology. However, as we improved the learning rule, were encountered. leading to ever-larger empirical capacities for nonlinear cells-while linear cells remained pinned at their asymptote-the empirical capacity curve was gradually deformed in shape.
Appendix 5: Generating Correlated Training Sets for Population Experiments
To examine the source of the discrepancy, we plotted the ratio of empirical to analytical capacity curves from Figure 4A in Figure 7A . To test memory performance for populations of neurons, training sets were contrived so that more information was available to learn
The basic oscillatory pattern of the mismatch could be explained by the product of two hypothetical factors that modulate the raw than could be learned by any single neuron. 
